
The Granma

Motherly, careful, very protective , the Granma always has a 
comprehensive attitude towards Alfonso’s imagination, to the point, 
that many times she finds herself seeing the same things and
protecting Alfonso. Her affection suffocates Alfonso a little bit,
but all in all, he doesn’ t  seem to be in any hurry to grow 
up and free himself fom his “ Granma’s grasp “.



Gerardo

Alfonso is a small abominable snowman , and he never knew his father.
One Day he meets an old man and right away calls him “ papa “.
Mr. Gerardo  , certainly doesn,t seem excessively interested in this 
idea and wants no part of father-hood . Nevertheless, from this point 
on, ties between the two are born , and proceed ahead with psychological
implications , acceptance , rejection , but always “ a relationship  by  now
definitely established “ .



Erminia

As much as the Granma is comprehensive  towards Alfonso, Erminia
is insensitive to the problems  of the “ different one “, that she absolutely
can’t get herself  to understand. Erminia represents , symbolically, 
the whole part of the adult world that cannot and doesn’t  want to believe
or comprehend people who move away from the socially accepted models of
behaviour.



Dante Pedante

Dante Pedante, the school –teacher , is one of the  first adults
In which Alfonso has to “ pay his dues “ in his process of
adapting to the environment .
Dante assumes and exemplifies a certain  scholastic  attitude 
not always open and sensitive to the problems of the misfits and
the indifferent ones.



BERTO

Berto is a dog-catcher who insists that Alfonso is not a child, but a dog. And
There is nothing , not even the most tangible evidence that can make him 
change his mind : to deny the identity of the different, signifies to exorcise the
fear against those  who don’t conform to the uniform model for society and
culture. Nevertheless , Berto pays with neurosis his inconsiderate attitude  :
and we see him from the psychoanalyst to whom he explains how he feels ,
paradoxically ; persecuted from Alfonso and from his stubbornness to 
“ not admitting to be  a dog “ . 



Paolone

Business like mentality, like a stingy shopkeeper, Paolone is a
gullible type who engulfs himself in the most unlikely stories.
He has one phobia: he fears that some falling star, one time
or another , is going to fall on his head , because  Elisabetta
has him believing that the stars are attached to the sky 
with glue.



Adalberto

Adalberto is the best student of the class, and as often happens, is not very 
popular with his classmates. He excells in intellectual  activity but this is not 
so when one talks about manual activities : in particular he can’t make a
“ sail boat out of paper” , in which his classmates are very talented , and this 
Sorrows him a great deal. 



Mister Brig

Alfonso has an imaginary friend, Mr Brig , who for a living  works as a
Fantasy helper. When he sees an imagination fit for him, Mr Brig bounces
in and stays there , to his liking, a certain period of time. Obviously he
prefers the imaginations of children , because , as he says, they are “ more
imaginative “ and in particular , he prefers  to reside  in the fantasy of Alfonso.
With Mr Brig , Alfonso talks on the telephone, wich also is imaginary. 
 



Emma

Emma  feels attracted to Alfonso, but he doesn’t notice it: 
about her he appreciates that she can heat a cream puff 
“ all in one go “. Emma attempts in vain to dissuades  Alfonso
not go foolow in his imaginary love: the poster girl.



Elisabetta

Disrespectful , protester , rebel, feminist, wordy moralist , and a little
Presumptuous. Her first victim for attention is Alfonso, to whom, many
times, pulls his nose and insists that it makes sounds like a trumpet.



Tonino

Tonino, when he grows up, wants to be a manager, and
Already expresses his aggressive attitude towards his
schoolmates. It’s his way , to be the leader of the neighborhood 
gang and the enthralling one of the group. His aggressive-
ness many times comes up against the  disarmed innocence of 
Alfonso who in some way always neutalizes Tonino.



Ulisse

Ulisse has  a great desire to travel, to know new places , to evade everyday life:
For this we always see him with a small suitcase in hand ,ready to leave.
 But Ulisse’s parents , his father  a office boss  and his working mother have already
decided that Ulisse will have a glorious career as a book-keeper. The mother always
makes  shirts for Ulisse with patches on the elbows to remind him of their plans for him.



Clarabella

Integrated , conformist , exhibitionist , limited intellectually and full of
common places, Clarabella has a neurotic  need to be admired  and
approved , and to live the  way others think she should live.



Lilo

The brother of Clarabella , he lives  in his small stroller, which privileges
Him to observe the life  going on around him. Lilo is a boy-wonder ,
who  has intellectual interest ; he reads the economic pages of the
newspapers , and  criticizes the adults in the world who try to understand
him, without being able to do so , while Lilo always is able to “ read “
and understand them.


